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part of a Protestant minority, however powerful, in a
Catholic State governed from Dublin. The middle
nation outside Ulster must shift for itself.
The Convention failed to reach a settlement;   and
Great Britain's attempt in April 1918 to impose con-
scription in Ireland against a vote of all Irish members
outside Ulster led to resistance which swung most of
Ireland toward the party that had from the first
opposed the war.   There followed at the beginning of
1919 the declaration of  an   Irish Republic and the
establishment of a theoretical government under the
presidency of Mr. de Valera.   In the two years of
guerilla warfare which were ended by a  truce  in
July 1921, people of the middle nation outside of
Ulster found themselves totally powerless to intervene
or even to protect themselves;  and the negotiations
which led up to the Treaty were conducted by English-
men without reference to Anglo-Irish wishes.   But
Lord Midleton  and his  friends had,  however,  the
wisdom to negotiate privately with Mr. Griffith, head
of the Irish plenipotentiaries in London;   and they
obtained from him promises of recognition for their
separate interest which Mr. Cosgrave, his successor
in the presidency, made good.   Several members of the
Kildare Street Club to-day hold seats in the Senate,
and one has his place as an elected member of the Bail!
The University Club has three elected representatives
of Trinity College in the Dail and can also claim Lord
Glenavy, the President of the Senate.    Some officials
of the old type also still occupy important posts in the
Civil Service.   But all the ministers without exception
belong to the older nation, to whom power has now
completely passed.   Representatives  of  the  middle
nation, however, are present in its councils;   they
speak with weight and are listened to with respect
The social separateness of the past has less existence
within   the  Irish   Parliament   than   anywhere   else
Fusion has begun at the top.
In general society, the estrangement still remains,

